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We show the ferro-rotational nature of the commensurate charge density wave (CCDW) in 1T -
TaS2 and track its dynamic modulations by temperature-dependent and time-resolved electric
quadrupole rotation anisotropy-second harmonic generation (EQ RA-SHG), respectively. The ul-
trafast modulations manifest as the breathing and the rotation of the EQ RA-SHG patterns at three
frequencies around the reported single CCDW amplitude mode frequency. A sudden shift of the
triplet frequencies and a dramatic increase in the breathing and rotation magnitude further reveal
a photo-induced transient CDW phase across a critical pump fluence of ∼ 0.5 mJ/cm2.

Multipolar orders are key in addressing outstanding15

questions in a wealth of quantum materials including16

f -electron systems [1], 5d transition metal oxides [2],17

multiferroics [3], chiral magnets [4], and so on. As the18

lowest rank multipolar order, the ferro-rotational order,19

schematically featured as a head-to-tail loop arrange-20

ment of electric dipole moments and mathematically de-21

scribed by the antisymmetric components of the elec-22

tric quadrupole tensor, was theoretically suggested to23

be widely present [5–7], but has been experimentally de-24

tected only very recently with nonlinear optics as linear25

probes hardly couple with this order [8]. While the static26

physical properties of the ferro-rotational order start to27

be investigated [8, 9], its dynamical properties remain un-28

explored. Electromagnetic (EM) radiation emerges as a29

promising venue to drive solids into transient states that30

are dynamical on ultrafast time scales [10–18] and/or in-31

accessible through thermodynamic means [19–29], and32

time-resolved (tr) probes are developed to examine the33

dynamics of these EM-driven solids. Tr-diffraction-based34

techniques, e.g., tr-X-ray diffraction, tr-electron diffrac-35

tion, have been instrumental in capturing the ultrafast36

evolution of translational symmetries and resolving EM-37

driven phases and phase transitions, with notable recent38

examples such as modifying the long-range magnetic or-39

ders [11, 13, 15], inducing the thermodynamically inac-40

cessible charge orders [17, 18, 20, 28], and driving across41

the polar phase transitions [14, 21, 25]. Besides the42

tremendous success brought by tr-diffraction-based tech-43

niques thus far, one may wish to go beyond the transla-44

tion symmetries particularly sensitive by diffractions and45

the linear interaction processes dominant in diffraction-46

based techniques, so as to probe out-of-equilibrium dy-47

namics of unconventional multipolar orders.48

Time-resolved ultrafast nonlinear optical spectroscopy49

complements tr-diffraction-based techniques in detecting50

subtle point symmetry changes and directly coupling to51

multipolar order parameters. Second harmonic genera-52

tion (SHG), the lowest order nonlinear optics, has de-53

veloped much beyond its conventional practice of de-54

tecting non-centrosymmetric crystal structures and man-55

aged to reveal structural [8], electronic [30], and mag-56

netic [31–33] phase transitions that are characterized by57

multipolar orders, by performing the high-accuracy ro-58

tation anisotropy (RA) measurements [34]. So far, the59

tr-SHG has already shown its power in capturing tran-60

sient noncentrosymmetric crystal structures by electric61

dipole SHG [14, 21, 25, 35–37]. However, the incorpora-62

tion of time-resolved capability into the newly developed63

high-accuracy electric quadrupole (EQ) RA-SHG for de-64

tecting multipolar order dynamics awaits to be explored.65

1T -TaS2 has a trigonal crystal structure of centrosym-66

metric point group D3d which consists of one three-fold67

rotational axis, three diagonal mirrors at every 120◦,68

and a center of inversion (FIG. 1(a)). Upon cool-69

ing, it transits from an incommensurate charge den-70

sity wave (ICCDW) into a nearly commensurate CDW71

(NCCDW) phase at TNCCDW = 355 K and then devel-72

ops into a commensurate CDW (CCDW) phase below73

TCCDW = 183 K [38, 39]. In addition to the well-known74

broken translational symmetries for all CDWs, the IC-75

CDW retains all the point symmetries of D3d, whereas76

both the NCCDW and CCDW break the three diagonal77

mirrors, lowering the symmetry point group from D3d78

to S6 (FIG. 1(b)). We highlight that, from the per-79

spective of point symmetry, (N)CCDW obeys the ferro-80
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FIG. 1. (a) The top view of 1T -TaS2 lattice structure in
the a-b plane, with crystal axes a and b marked with black
arrows. Three orange lines represent the three diagonal mir-
rors in the D3d point group. (b) The sketch of the order-
ing of star-of-David clusters in the (N)CCDW phase. The√

13 ×
√

13 superlattice axes a′ and b′ rotate away from the
crystal axes a and b, and therefore the (N)CCDW breaks the
three diagonal mirrors in (a), lowering the symmetry point
group into the ferro-rotational S6. The head-to-tail arrange-
ment of blue arrows sketches the ferro-rotational order. (c)
Polar plots of RA-SHG data taken at 120 K in the CCDW
phase (blue) and at 280 K in the NCCDW phase (orange).
Solid lines are fits to the calculated EQ RA-SHG functional
form I2ω⊥ = A cos2 3(φ−φ0). Inset shows the 120 K and 280 K
fits normalized to their own maxima values to illustrate the
increased rotation at the lower temperature. (d-e) Temper-
ature dependence of RA-SHG pattern amplitude A (d) and
angle of rotation from a axis φ0 (e) in a cooling cycle. The
transition from the NCCDW to CCDW phase is captured at
around 185 K (marked as orange vertical strips). Error bars
stand for one standard error of the fits to extract A and φ0.

rotational-order-compatible point group S6 and trans-81

forms in the same way as the ferro-rotational order,82

or equivalently, the antisymmetric components of the83

ferroelectric quadrupolar order [5–7]. While the bro-84

ken translational symmetries of (N)CCDW in 1T -TaS285

have been extensive explored by (tr-)diffraction tech-86

niques, the mirror-symmetry-broken, spatial-inversion-87

symmetric ferro-rotational nature of (N)CCDW is a key88

aspect unfortunately inaccessible previously thus over-89

looked in literature, and provides an ideal platform to90

explore the dynamic control and ultrafast detection of91

this electric quadrupolar order using tr-RA-SHG.92

We start with establishing the ferro-rotational nature93

of (N)CCDW in 1T -TaS2 by performing temperature94

dependent static RA-SHG measurements across TCCDW95

[40]. Figure 1(c) main panel shows the polar plots of RA-96

SHG data taken at 280 K and 120 K, above and below97

TCCDW respectively, in the crossed polarization channel98

at the normal incidence on the 1T -TaS2 layers, noted99

as I2ω
⊥ (φ), where φ is the angle between the crystal axis100

a and the incident fundamental polarization while the101

reflected SHG is selected by an analyzer always perpen-102

dicular to the incident polarization. It is apparent that103

both patterns rotate away from the crystal axis a, evi-104

dencing broken diagonal mirrors that are prescribed by105

the ferro-rotational point group S6 [40]. The symmetry106

selection dictates that the RA-SHG takes the functional107

form I2ω
⊥ = A cos2 3(φ−φ0), where A and φ0 stand for108

the amplitude and orientation of the RA-SHG pattern,109

respectively and relate to the bulk EQ susceptibility ten-110

sor χEQ
ijkl via A =

√
χ2
xxzx + χ2

yyzy and φ= 1
3atanχxxzx

χyyzy
111

under the centrosymmetric point group S6, with the sur-112

face effect convincingly ruled out by thickness-dependent113

RA-SHG measurements [40]. The experimental RA-SHG114

data at both temperatures fit well to the simulated func-115

tions (solid lines in FIG. 1(c) main panel), and the fit-116

ted results show a clear enhancement in the amplitude117

A and a resolvable increase in the orientation φ0 at the118

lower temperature that are visible in the main panel and119

inset of FIG. 1(c) respectively. Furthermore, the thor-120

ough temperature dependence of EQ RA-SHG retains121

the three-fold rotational symmetry between 280 and 120122

K, showing no signature of triclinic CDW observed in123

the early study [45], whereas that of A shows a kink of124

changing slopes across TCCDW and that of φ0 exhibits125

a jump at TCCDW, as shown in FIG. 1(d) and 1(e), re-126

spectively. Both behaviors are consistent with the en-127

hancement of the ferro-rotational order parameter across128

the transition from NCCDW with short-range ordered129

star-of-David patches to CCDW with long-range ordered130

uniform domains [46], where a rotation of superlattice131

wavevectors by ∼ 2◦ was observed by diffraction tech-132

niques [38].133

We are now ready to explore the dynamics of the ferro-134

rotational order by pumping the NCCDW and CCDW135

phases with an optical pulse at 720 nm that creates136

a transient imbalance of photo-induced electrons and137

holes [27, 28] and probing the ultrafast evolution of both138

phases with the SHG intensity in the crossed channel139

at φ = 69.3◦. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the plots140

of relative change in the SHG intensity,
∆I2ω⊥ (t)

I2ω⊥ (t<0)
with141

∆I2ω
⊥ (t) = I2ω

⊥ (t) − I2ω
⊥ (t < 0), taken at 290 K for NC-142

CDW and 90 K for CCDW. The time-zero t = 0 ps and143

the time resolution of tres = 0.09ps are determined by the144

peak and the full-width-of-half-maximum of the cross-145

correlation function between the pump and probe pulses146

(gray solid line in FIG. 2(a)). In contrast to the absence147

of any time-dependent change for NCCDW (FIG. 2(a)),148

which is expected due to strong suppression and damping149

of excitations in short-range orders [46, 47], the tr-SHG150

trace for CCDW shows two prominent features: the slow151
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FIG. 2. (a) Normalized tr-SHG intensity (orange) at φ =
69.3◦ taken at 290 K in the NCCDW phase. the cross-
correlation function (gray) between pump and probe pulses
is shown to mark time-zero and time resolution. (b) Normal-
ized tr-SHG trace (blue) at φ = 69.3◦ taken at 90 K in the
CCDW phase, showing both the slow recovery process after
the sudden suppression at time-zero and the fast coherent os-
cillations with a beating profile. (c-d) Comparisons between
transient RA-SHG patterns at two pairs of delay time marked
by black arrows in (b). The dashed blue radial line represents
the polarization angle φ = 69.3◦ at which the tr-SHG trace
in (b) was measured. The dashed black arc at 0.49 represents
the pre-time zero SHG intensity level in (b). The comparisons
in (c) and (d) demonstrate the change in SHG present in both
the RA-SHG amplitude and orientation channels.

recovery after the sudden suppression at time-zero and152

the fast coherent oscillations with a beating profile (FIG.153

2(b)). To identify the sources of both time-dependent154

features, we select two pairs of delay time (marked by155

black arrows in FIG. 2(b)) and compare the RA-SHG156

polar plots within each pair. The two RA-SHG patterns157

at t = 1.40 ps and 2.07 ps show a clear change in the158

amplitude (∆A as marked in FIG. 2(c)), whereas those159

at t = 3.47 ps and 3.67 ps display a notable change in160

the orientation (∆φ0 as marked in FIG. 2(d)). This ob-161

servation makes sense as the static ferro-rotational order162

parameter of CCDW is indeed encoded in both the ampli-163

tude and orientation of RA-SHG patterns (FIG. 1(c-e)).164

Therefore, we need to track the time-dependence of both165

the amplitude and the orientation channels, ∆A(t) and166

∆φ0, in order to get a comprehensive understanding on167

the dynamic modulations of this ferro-rotational CCDW.168

We hence proceed to conduct the angle φ dependent169

RA-SHG measurements at every single delay time t and170

construct the map of tr-RA-SHG—the SHG intensity I2ω
⊥171

as functions of t and φ—taken in the crossed polariza-172

tion channel at 90 K (FIG. 3(a)) [40]. In this map, a173

horizontal slice is a tr-SHG trace akin to FIG. 2(b), and174

a vertical cut is a transient RA-SHG pattern in analogy175

to FIG. 1(c). We fit the individual RA-SHG pattern at176

every delay time t with I2ω
⊥ (φ, t) = A(t) cos2 3(φ−φ0(t))177

and obtain the time dependence of both amplitude and178

orientation, A(t) and φ0(t). Their changes with respect179

to the pre-time-zero (t < 0) values are plotted in FIG.180

3(b) after a normalization, ∆A(t)
A(t<0) , and in FIG. 3(c) in181

absolute size, ∆φ0(t), respectively. Comparing the two182

traces, we notice two notable differences. First, it is evi-183

dently present in the amplitude but absent in the orien-184

tation channel that a sudden suppression of signal hap-185

pens right upon the pump excitation (i.e., t = 0) and186

recovers slowly over a couple of picoseconds. Second, the187

beating profiles of the fast coherent oscillations appar-188

ently show distinct phases and frequencies between the189

two traces, which corroborates with the difference in their190

fast Fourier transformation (FFT) spectra in FIG. 3(d).191

To better quantify the differences between the dynam-192

ics in the amplitude and the orientation channels, we fit193

the ∆A(t)
A(t<0) and ∆φ0(t) traces simultaneously with one194

exponential decay background MBe
−t/τB and at least six195

under-damped oscillations
∑6
i=1Mie

−t/τi cos(ωit + δi),196

decided by the collection of tr-RA-SHG at all pump flu-197

ences (see later). Here, the decay time constants, τB and198

τi, and the oscillation frequencies ωi are kept the same199

for both traces, whereas the magnitudes, MB and Mi,200

and the oscillation phases δi are allowed to vary between201

the two traces. The fitted lines (solid lines in Figures202

3(b) and 3(c)) well capture all key features of ∆A(t)
A(t<0) and203

∆φ0(t) traces, and the FFTs of fitted traces in FIG. 3(e)204

nicely reproduce those of the raw spectra in FIG. 3(d).205

For the slow incoherent recovery process, indeed it only206

has a finite magnitude in the amplitude channel with207

a decay constant of τB = 1.6 ps but little magnitude208

in the orientation channel. For the fast coherent oscil-209

lations, six distinguishable frequencies are identified in210

both channels, three of which at 1.89±0.02, 3.06±0.01211

and 3.628±0.006 THz are phonon modes observed in Ra-212

man spectra [48] and the other three at 2.201±0.004,213

2.29±0.01, and 2.387±0.005 THz are around the CCDW214

amplitude mode reported by both Raman [48] and time-215

resolved reflectivity [49] measurements. Of particular in-216

terest is the latter triplet, because of its close tie to the217

ferro-rotational CCDW and its higher spectral weight218

than the rest. The individual modes of this triplet in219

the amplitude and the orientation channels are shown220

in FIG. 3(f). It is worth noting that our tr-RA-SHG221

data reveals that the single amplitude mode seen in tr-222

fundamental reflectivity spectra [40] in fact contains a223

nontrivial triplet structure with distinct distributions in224

the amplitude and orientation channels. This triplet225

structure is likely to result from the multiple collective226

excitations of the ferro-rotational CCDW, which in prin-227
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FIG. 3. (a) Map of tr-RA-SHG intensity as functions of the polarization φ and the delay time t taken at 90 K. (b-c) Time
dependent changes of amplitude normalized to the pre-time-zero value (b) and orientation in absolute size (c), after fitting RA-
SHG at individual delay time. Solid lines show the fits of both traces to a functional form consisting of one exponential decay
background MBe

−t/τB and six under-damped oscillations
∑6
i=1Mie

−t/τi cos(ωit+ δi). Error bars stand for one standard error
in fitting RA-SHG data. (d-e) FFTs of the raw traces for time dependent changes in the amplitude and orientation channels
(d) and of the fits for them (e). (f) Zoom-in plots of FFTs of the fitted traces near the CCDW amplitude mode frequency
for the amplitude (orange) and orientation (blue) channels, detailing the triplet fine structure. The FFTs of tr-fundamental
reflectivity (∆R/R) (purple) is plotted as a comparison.

ciple may include the amplitude mode similar to that228

of conventional CDWs, the rotational and the breath-229

ing modes related to the ferro-rotational aspect of this230

CCDW, although future studies are needed to assign in-231

dividual modes in the triplet to specific excitations.232

Having established tr-RA-SHG probing the complex233

dynamics of the ferro-rotational CCDW in 1T -TaS2, we234

finally proceed to explore its pump fluence dependence.235

We carried out the maps of tr-RA-SHG and performed236

the same analysis procedure as in Fig. 3 at five different237

pump fluences, 0.36, 0.46, 0.58, 0.66 and 0.92 mJ/cm
2
.238

The extracted ∆A(t)
A(t<0) and ∆φ0(t) traces and their fits239

are shown in FIG. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. As the240

fast coherent oscillations dominate the slow incoherent241

recovery process in the amplitude channel at high flu-242

ences (FIG. 4(a)), as well as that the incoherent recovery243

time constant shows little fluence dependence, we focus244

our discussion on the coherent process. We show the fit-245

ted triplet frequencies near the CCDW amplitude mode246

in FIG. 4(c) and the strongest magnitude in the orien-247

tation channel in FIG. 4(d). First, the frequencies of248

the triplet fine structure show a sudden shift at a critical249

fluence of FC ∼ 0.5 mJ/cm
2
, which contributes to the250

beating profile evolution upon increasing the pump flu-251

ence in FIG. 4(a) and 4(b). In contrast, such a frequency252

shift is not detectable in the tr-fundamental reflectivity253

(FIG. 4(c), purple diamonds). Second, the magnitude254

of the oscillations experiences a dramatic increase across255

FC that is clearly visible in traces in FIG. 4(b). Both256

anomalous behaviors of frequency shift and magnitude257

enhancement across FC are indicative of a potential EM258

radiation-induced phase transition. Considering the fact259

that there is no tr-SHG signal observed in the NCCDW260

phase at T > TCCDW whereas clear dynamics in tr-SHG261

is present for all fluences investigated, we can confidently262

rule out the possibility of this observed photo-induced263

phase transition resulting from a photo-heating-induced264

transition from CCDW into NCCDW. In fact, the photo-265

heating effect from the pump in this study is minimal as266

there is no pre-time-zero changes in tr-reflectivity and267

tr-RA-SHG, nor post-time-zero incoherent exponential268

decay in ∆φ0(t) observed even at our highest fluence269

[40]. We thus attribute FC as the critical point where270

the pump-induced electron-hole imbalance is big enough271

to destroy the star-of-David clusters and lead to a tran-272

sient new CDW phase.273

Finally, we would like to discuss the comparison be-274

tween this photo-induced CDW phase that is transient,275

short-lived and the previously reported optically manipu-276

lated CDWs in 1T -TaS2. First, a single femtosecond light277

pulse with an incident fluence of > 5 mJ/cm
2

at room278

temperature was reported to create or destroy metastable279

mirror-related domains in the NCCDW state [18]. In ad-280

dition to our much lower critical fluence of 0.5 mJ/cm
2

281

and much shorter lifetime of a few picoseconds, the ob-282

served collective mode frequency shift above FC is not283
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FIG. 4. (a-b) Fluence dependence of the time dependent am-
plitude (a) and orientation (b) changes fitted from tr-RA-SHG
maps taken at pump fluences of 0.36, 0.46, 0.58, 0.66 and 0.92
mJ/cm2. Solid lines are fits to the same functional form in
Figure 3. (c) The fluence dependence of the fitted frequen-
cies for the triplet structure around the CCDW amplitude
mode (black and gray circles) in tr-RA-SHG and that of the
CCDW amplitude mode (purple diamonds) in tr-fundamental
reflectivity. (d) The fluence dependence of the strongest mag-
nitude in the triplet in the orientation channel. The gradient
background marks the frequency shift in (c) and the magni-
tude enhancement in (d) across a critical pump fluence of 0.5
mJ/cm2. Error bars represent one standard error in the fits.

compatible with creation or annihilation of energetically284

degenerated, mirror-symmetry-related CCDW domains285

because they should host the very same collective excita-286

tions as the CCDW phase below FC . Second, a single 35287

fs, > 1 mJ/cm
2

light pulse below 70 K was shown to in-288

duce a hidden metastable, metallic CDW phase whose289

amplitude mode [27] and wavevector [28] are slightly290

shifted from those of CCDW. Further studies on this291

photo-induced hidden metastable CDW phase revealed292

that its lifetime significantly decreases at higher tempera-293

tures [50, 51]. Considering the similar frequency shift but294

higher temperature and lower critical fluence in our study295

compared to those in literature, it is likely that our photo-296

induced transient CDW here is a short-lived version of297

the hidden metastable CDW phase, which is observable298

at the ultrafast timescale thanks to the direct coupling299

between tr-EQ-RA-SHG and the ferro-rotational nature300

of this CDW.301
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